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Abstract: We present a review of UV observations of massive stars and their analysis. We discuss O
stars, luminous blue variables, and Wolf–Rayet stars. Because of their effective temperature, the UV
(912− 3200 Å) provides invaluable diagnostics not available at other wavebands. Enormous progress
has been made in interpreting and analysing UV data, but much work remains. To facilitate the
review, we provide a brief discussion on the structure of stellar winds, and on the different techniques
used to model and interpret UV spectra. We discuss several important results that have arisen from
UV studies including weak-wind stars and the importance of clumping and porosity. We also discuss
errors in determining wind terminal velocities and mass-loss rates.
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1. Introduction

According to Wien’s Law, the peak of a star’s energy distribution occurs in the UV for a star
whose temperature exceeds 10,000 K. In practice, the temperature needs to exceed 10,000 K because of
the presence of the Balmer jump. Temperatures greater than 10,000 K correspond to main-sequence
stars of mass greater than ∼ 2 M� and spectral types B9 and earlier.

Early UV observations were made by rocket-flown instruments (e.g., [1,2]). Observations of
six OB supergiants in Orion revealed prominent emission lines due to Si IV λλ1394, 1403 and
C IV λλ1548, 1552. These emission lines also exhibited prominent absorption lines blueshifted by
∼2000 km s−1, signifying that the giants and supergiants were losing mass in a stellar wind [2]. Spectral
lines exhibiting both emission and blueshifted absorption are classified as P Cgyni profiles ([3] and
Figure 1). However, it was the advent of the satellites Copernicus (launched in 1972) and, in particular,
the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE; launched in 1978) that greatly expanded our knowledge
about the UV spectra of massive stars.

The importance of the UV is severalfold. First it contains many resonance lines (e.g., C III

λ977, C IV λλ1548, 1552, Si IV λλ1394, 1403, N V λλ1238, 1242, O VI λλ1031, 1038, P V λλ1118, 1128),
important intercombination lines (C III] λ1909, N IV] λ1486), and subordinate lines (C III λ2297, N IV

λ1719, O V λ1371, S V λ1501). The resonance lines are particularly useful as they are sensitive to
lower mass-loss rates than Hα, and provide measures of the outflow speed. In B stars numerous other
resonance transitions are also visible (C II, Mg II, Al III, P IV). The UV is also rich in iron lines—Fe II

and Fe III are prominent in B stars while in hotter stars we see Fe IV to Fe VII.
In B stars it is possible to measure (albeit after allowance for reddening) the bolometric luminosity

directly. In general, the line spectrum is richer at wavelengths below the spectral maximum. For cooler
massive stars, the observable UV allows the direct detection of the lines responsible for driving the
stellar wind. To date this property of the UV has not been well exploited.

Stars with an initial mass of greater than∼8 M� (i.e., earlier than B2V) end their life either as a core
collapse supernova (SN), a pair instability SN, or collapse directly to a black hole, and for simplicity we
will confine this review to these stars. The evolution of a massive star is quite complicated (e.g., [4]).
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Stars less massive than ≈20 M� evolve to the right on the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram where
they exist as red supergiants (RSGs) before they explode as a Type IIP core collapse SN (e.g., [5]).
The evolution of stars between 20 M� and 30 M� is uncertain and controversial. These stars may
explode as a Type IIP SN but there is a lack of observational evidence to confirm this (see, e.g., [6]),
and there is considerable debate whether the absence of Type IIP progenitors with a mass greater than
20 M� is real, or simply an artifact of low number statistics (see, e.g., [7]). Further, due to uncertainties
in stellar evolution, it has been argued that it is impossible to infer the progenitor mass from the
properties of the progenitor at the time of the explosion [8]. Likewise, it is difficult to estimate the
progenitor mass from modelling of the light curve [9]. Some stars may explode as a different class
of SN (e.g., IIb), while others may simply collapse directly to a black hole. Due to quirks of stellar
evolution some progenitor masses are less likely to explode than others, and the likelihood of explosion
is not a simple function of mass (e.g., [10,11]).

Figure 1. The N IV λ1718 transition in ζ Puppis ( O4I(n)fp ) showing a classic P Cygni profile.

In our Galaxy, stars more massive than 30 M� probably never evolve to become a RSG—rather
they evolve through several other phases such as a blue supergiant (BSG), yellow supergiant (YSG),
luminous blue variable (LBV), or Wolf–Rayet (WR) star (see, e.g., [12] and references therein). BSGs
and YSGs are simply evolved massive stars at cooler temperatures that could be evolving to the left or
right in the HR diagram. Like O stars they are undergoing mass loss, and many exhibit variability in
the UV. WR stars exhibit numerous optical emission lines, and typically show evidence for enrichment
of the atmosphere by CNO-processed material (the WN classes) or helium burning (WC and WO
sub-classes). The classification of WR stars is primarily based on their ionisation, with lower numbers
(e.g., 3 in WN3) exhibiting higher ionisation [13]. The properties of WC stars (e.g., terminal velocity)
generally correlate strongly with their spectral class [14], while the WN class is very heterogeneous
(e.g., [15]). To remove some of the heterogeneity, WN stars with hydrogen are designated as WNh.
While many WR stars are significantly evolved (e.g., core helium burning), some of the most massive
WNh stars may still be core hydrogen burning (e.g., [16,17]). These massive stars show strong emission
lines in their optical spectra because of their high luminosities. However, they still show evidence of
the CNO-processed material in the photosphere (e.g., enhanced He and N) (e.g., [18,19]).
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The final fate of the most massive stars is even more uncertain. While some do explode as a
spectacular SN, others may simply collapse to form a black hole. However mass may be ejected
even when a black hole forms (e.g., [20]). It has typically been assumed that Ibc SNe are commonly
associated with the collapse of massive stars, but their ejecta masses (e.g., [21–23]) and statistical
arguments, based on the initial mass function and frequency of binary systems, suggest that many of
them are more likely associated with lower mass progenitors that have undergone mass exchange in a
binary system (e.g., [24]). There is evidence that Type Ic SNe (i.e., SNe that lack the strong Si II lines of
Type Ia SNe, and show no evidence for He or H lines in their optical spectrum [25]) come from higher
mass stars than do Type Ib (similar to Type Ic but show evidence for He in the optical spectrum) and
Type II SNe (e.g., [26]). The broad-lined Type Ic SNe and long-duration gamma-ray bursts are likely to
be associated with massive stars (e.g., [27] and references therein).

This review primarily discusses the UV. In practice, today’s analyses are best done using a wide
wavelength coverage—from X-rays to radio. Different spectral regions contain different diagnostics
and, importantly, provide consistency checks for results from other regions. We will also ignore the
interstellar medium (ISM)—the UV of O stars provides a convenient background to study the ISM in,
for example, our galaxy, and the Magellanic Clouds. There are several previous reviews that cover
the UV (e.g., [28,29]). Obviously there will be some overlap with the current review. There are also
extensive reviews on massive stars [30–32].

In this review we will highlight some key results for which the UV has been an important diagnostic.
For reasons of space the review is necessarily incomplete, and any omission is not a reflection on the
quality or importance of the work. For reasons of brevity we will often speak in general terms without
discussing the exceptions. Occasionally we will talk of some property as belonging to a particular class of
star, but in general properties are continuous. The review is organised as follows: We discuss some of the
atlases that are available for O stars (Section 2.1) and WR stars (Section 2.2). To facilitate later discussion
we provide a brief overview of the structure of non-magnetic hot star winds in Section 3. In Section 4
we discuss the modelling of UV spectra highlighting the two fundamental approaches—modelling of
individual wind lines (or doublets), and full spectral synthesis. In this section we also briefly discuss
modelling the influence of stellar rotation on spectra (Section 4.2), and modelling spectra of binary
systems (Section 4.3). Next, in Section 5, we provide a detailed discussion of some of the key results
that have arisen from UV studies of (primarily) O stars. These include: the importance of the UV for
mass-loss determinations (Section 5.1), observations of the extreme ultraviolet (Section 5.2), weak winds
(Section 5.3), superions1 (Section 5.4), non Galactic/Magellanic studies (Section 5.5), and the iron forest
(Section 5.6). We then briefly discuss UV observations and models for other classes of massive stars:
WR stars (Section 6.1), the magnetic O stars (Section 6.2) and LBVs (Section 6.3). Finally we discuss
accuracies in V∞ (Section 7.1) and mass-loss rates measured from UV spectra (Section 7.2).

2. Spectral Atlases

As often discussed by Nolan Walborn, morphological studies of spectra can reveal systematic trends
and potentially reveal new classes of stars, and such trends and relationships must be understood if we
are to understand massive stars (e.g., [33]). For morphological studies, spectral atlases are important,
and many UV atlases exist. Below we first discuss atlases for OB stars, then atlases for WR stars.

2.1. OB Stars

As noted earlier, the first UV spectra for B stars came from rocket-flown instruments [2]. The next
major advance came with the Copernicus satellite which covered the UV spectral ranges 900–1560 Å
and 1650–3150 Å. Selected line profiles were presented by [34] while [35] presented an atlas/catalog of
spectra from 1000 to 1450 Å at 0.2 Å resolution. Later, [36] presented a UV atlas of OB spectra extending

1 Early observations showed the existence of a strong O VI λλ1031, 1038 P Cygni profile in many O stars. Since the effective
temperature of the star is too low to produce appreciable O5+, O5+ is termed a superion.
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from 1000 to 1200 Å. IUE atlases, with a constant spectral resolution of 0.25 Å, for both OB stars and B
stars were presented by [37,38]. Later a UV spectral atlas of 25 O3-B8 supergiants, also with a spectral
resolution of 0.25 Å, was presented by [39]. These works discuss spectral morphologies and trends,
and the behaviours of wind lines of species with widely different ionisation potentials.

The availability of spectral data on massive stars between the Lyman limit and 1200 Å was greatly
expanded by the Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE) telescope. Spectral atlases for stars in the
Galaxy (∆λ = 0.12 Å; [40]) and Magellanic Clouds (∆λ = 0.25 Å; [41]) were published. The Magellanic
Clouds atlas is particularly useful—shortward of 1200 Å, interstellar lines due to H I and H2 strongly
influence the spectrum of reddened stars, a severe problem for most galactic O stars. The FUSE
spectral region has many accessible wind lines—Si IV λλ1122,1128, N III λλ990, 992, N IV λ955, S IV

λλ1063, 1072, O VI λλ1031, 1038 and P V λλ1118, 1128 (e.g., [41]). O VI λλ1031, 1038 is particularly
important as it is in a relatively “clean” spectral region, and O5+ is regarded as a superion for most O
stars (Section 5.4). The P V λλ1118, 1128 doublet turned out to be very useful. In many O stars P4+ is
the dominant ionisation stage of P in the wind, and because of its low abundance the P V λλ1118, 1128
lines are unsaturated (e.g., [42–44]). They can thus be used to probe mass-loss rates, clumping, and
porosity (see Sections 4 and 5.3).

Several Hubble Space Telescope (HST) atlases also exist. For example, an atlas of metal-deficient
stars in the SMC was presented by [45]. The winds in these stars are much weaker than in the galaxy,
and are thus of interest for studying distant starburst galaxies. An additional atlas is the spectral UV
atlas of 10 Lac (O9V) which was obtained with the Goddard High Resolution Spectrograph on the
Hubble Space Telescope. This atlas provides line identifications, and covers the region from ∼1180
to 1780 Å at a spectral resolution of 15 km s−1 and with a signal-to-noise ratio of greater than 100.
This line list complements an earlier data set based on IUE data [46]. The Advanced Spectral Library
(ASTRAL) was an HST Treasury Program [47] which obtained high-signal-to-noise (>100) ultraviolet
(115–310 nm) observations of a representative sample of nearby bright stars at resolutions (λ/∆λ) of
30,000–100,000. Included in this sample were many important O and B stars, including HD 66811 (Zeta
Puppis, O4I(n)fp), HD 46223 ( O4V((f)) ), HD 101190 ( O6IV((f)) ), HD 46202 (O9.2V), and HD 52089
(Eps CMa, B1.5II).

2.2. Wolf–Rayet Stars

An extensive atlas of IUE UV spectra of Wolf–Rayet stars, with line identifications, has been
provided by [48]. The spectra of some WNh stars (such as HD 92740, WR) are similar to those of O
stars except that emission lines are more pronounced. The UV spectra of WNE stars are dominated by
emission lines with C IV λλ1548, 1552, N IV] λ1486, N V λλ1238, 1242, He II λ1640 among the most
prominent. The He II n = 3 lines are also visible in WN stars. Most of the resonance P Cygni profiles
also have a significant thermal component—they do not simply arise by scattering. In WC stars lines
such as C IV λλ1548, 1552, numerous transitions between the n = 4 (i.e., 4s–4f) and n = 5 (i.e., 5s–5g)
levels in C IV (λλ2100–2700), C III λ2297 and C III] λ1909 dominate the UV spectrum. Shortward of
1500 Å, Fe lines form a pseudo continuum.

A Hopkins Ultraviolet Telescope Far-Ultraviolet Spectral atlas [49] and a FUSE spectral atlas [50]
cover the wavelength region from 900–1200 Å. The key spectral features in this spectral region are
similar to those discussed earlier for O stars. Not surprisingly, wind features are more apparent, and
carbon emission lines are much stronger in WC stars.

3. Structure of Hot Star Winds

Radiation-driven winds are inherently unstable (e.g., [51,52]), and this leads to the formation
of shocks and clumped winds. While wind instabilities can be self-initiated, it is also possible that
they are seeded by sub-surface convection (e.g., [53,54]). Under the assumption that the clumps are
optically thin, and that there are many clumps in a photon-mean-free path, the clumping (termed
microclumping) is typically characterised by the volume filling factor f defined by f =< ρ >2 /< ρ2 >,
where ρ is the local mass density, and <> denotes a spatial average. The volume filling factor is
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also utilised in planetary nebulae studies. In the literature the clumping factor, D = 1/ f , is also
used to characterise the clumping, and the interclump medium is usually neglected. The inclusion of
microclumping into radiative transfer codes is relatively easy—we simply use the “clumped” density to
evaluate all opacities and emissivities, and then scale these quantities by f (e.g., [55]). The assumption
of optically thin clumps is much more realistic for continuum transfer, than for transfer in spectral lines.
If the clumps are not optically thin we use the term macroclumping. An effective opacity formalism for
a two-component medium has been developed [56]. Two phenomena related to clumping are spatial
porosity and porosity in velocity space (hereafter termed vorosity; [57]).

Spatial porosity refers to the escape of photons via regions that are of much lower density (or void)
than the mean wind. There is an ongoing debate within the hot-star community as to the importance
of porosity for analysing spectra of massive stars [58–61].

Vorosity refers to the absence of material (or of much lower optical depth) at certain discrete
velocities, and is seen to arise in radiation hydrodynamic simulations of stellar winds (e.g., [52]).
Along a single sight line to the star an observer will see a blueshifted absorption profile that is not
continuous—rather it will exhibit discrete absorption components (whose depth will depend on the
transition under consideration). In some cases the absorption may extend to zero. When averaged
over multiple sight lines striking the star a smooth profile may be obtained, but in general it will not
be black (i.e., close to zero). In such cases the column density of ions can be severely underestimated.
This is discussed further in Section 7.2.

Clumping manifests itself in several different ways: Firstly, by variability. In the optical it reveals
its presence by a variable structure in emission line profiles (e.g., [62–64]). In the UV the variability
often manifests by variable discrete absorption components (termed DACs) in unsaturated UV P Cygni
profiles (e.g., [65]), and in the extent and shape of the blue edge of P Cygni profiles.

Variability of wind features is ubiquitous, and was readily apparent in Copernicus spectra [66].
Before the demise of IUE in 1996, an extensive observational campaign was undertaken to monitor
variability in several early type stars [67]. Extensive observations were made of ζ Puppis ( O4I(n)fp ) [68],
HD 50896 (WN4.5) [69], and HD 64760 (B0.5 Ib) [70]. For HD 64760, the observations showed evidence
for co-rotating wind features with a 1.2 d periodicity (factor of four less than the maximum rotation
period), and suggest that the variations are rotationally modulated. Observations of ζ Puppis found
evidence for two periods—19.2 h and 5.2 days. The first period was related to the occurrence of discrete
absorption components (DACs) in the Si IV λλ1394, 1403 profile, and indicates no direct relation to
surface features. The 5.2 days period was identified as the rotation period. The periodicities found did
not match those seen in X-ray and Hα data (16.7 h, [71]) or optical absorption lines (8.5 h, [72]).

Observations of HD 50896 (EZ Canis Majoris, WR6) revealed variability with the same 3.76 days
period found from optical lines. At various times this has been interpreted as a rotation period, and
as an orbital period. The later was always difficult to reconcile with observations over long periods—
while the period remained the same, different sets of observations required different phasing. More
recently, it has been suggested that the cause of the phase variations is apsidal motion [73], and that
HD 50896 is a binary system containing a WR star and a late-type B star of 3 to 5 M� [74].

Given our increased understanding and modelling capabilities, these old IUE data sets are a
potential goldmine for obtaining further information on the structure of stellar winds.

The second way clumping manifests itself is through inconsistencies in mass-loss rates derived
from different diagnostics. In general, mass-loss rates derived from density-squared diagnostics, such
as Hα emission in O stars and He II recombination lines in WR stars, are higher than mass-loss rates
derived from density-dependent diagnostics (unsaturated P Cygni profiles belonging to the dominant
ionisation stage in O stars, electron scattering wings in WR stars). An important, and unresolved issue,
is how much of the inconsistency is due to density variations2, and how much is due to either porosity
or vorosity.

2 Because of historical precedents, density variations are often referred to as clumping in the literature, and this is often
treated/discussed separately from the effects of porosity and vorosity.
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The third way, related to X-rays, is the shape of and shifts in X-ray lines. The shape of X-ray
profiles will depend on where they originate, and on the background optical depth of the “cool” wind.
The latter primarily scales with the wind density. Analysis of X-ray profiles indicates that they originate
in the stellar wind (and not a corona) (e.g., [75]), and that the implied mass-loss rate is lower than
that derived using density-squared diagnostics at other wavelengths (e.g., [76]). Porosity may also
contribute to the escape of X-rays, but a porous wind is also, by necessity, a clumped wind. Of course,
the mere existence of X-rays, and their origin within the stellar wind, is by itself an important indicator
of the inhomogeneous nature of stellar winds.

A fourth way, discussed in Section 7.2, is through the analysis of UV doublet line profiles.

4. Modelling of the UV Spectra

4.1. Single Stars

Interpreting the UV spectra of O and WR stars is generally quite difficult. Due to numerous
bound-bound transitions the continuum is not easily identifiable, and this becomes increasingly true
at shorter wavelengths in O stars, and is generally true in WR stars (Figure 2). This is exacerbated by
the difficulty of determining an accurate reddening, uncertainties in the reddening law, and variations
in the reddening law between galaxies, and within the galaxy itself. For the standard [77] extinction
law A1440Å/EB−V = 8.3, a change of 0.01 in EB−V causes roughly a 10% change in flux. Obviously it is
impossible to derive the UV energy distribution to a high degree of accuracy. However, such a fitting
is generally done in WR stars because the continuum cannot be identified. In O stars the Fe absorption
forest plays a similar role to the Fe emission forest in WR stars. To avoid systematic errors the UV
should, ideally, be modelled in conjunction with other spectral regions.

Figure 2. Illustration of the spectrum and continuum for a WNE-type star. Everywhere shortward of
2200 Å, the continuum is masked by lines making it virtually impossible to rectify the spectrum. As a
consequence, comparisons are usually done in flux space, but this is difficult due to uncertainties in the
reddening. Near 2200Å in the continuum spectrum we see the series limit for He II(n-3) whose presence
in the full spectrum is masked by blending of higher members of the He II(n-3) series. A similar effect
occurs for the Pickering/Balmer jump [78]. The four strongest lines in the spectrum are N IV] λ1486,
C IV λλ1548, 1552, He II λ1640, and N IV λ1719. The apparent noise between 1000 and 1500 Å is
primarily due to Fe lines – they are much more obvious with an expanded scale.

Modelling of UV spectra falls into two classes: modelling of individual UV line profiles (or
doublets) and full spectral synthesis. In the first category we highlight the “Sobolev with Exact
Integration” (SEI) technique promoted by [79], which was developed using the realisation that while
the Sobolev approximation is moderately accurate for computing the line source function, it does
a poor job of predicting line profiles (see, e.g., [80]). In the SEI method the velocity law and the
optical depth are treated as free parameters, the line-source function is computed using the Sobolev
approximation, and the line profile is computed using a formal solution of the transfer equation in the
observer’s frame. In addition, it is necessary to specify the photospheric radiation field. Due to the
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simplifying assumptions, fitting of line profiles is rapid, and best-fit parameters can be determined.
Unfortunately there are many parameters, and there is no check on whether the best-fit parameters
are consistent (i.e., can be reproduced) with the star’s radiation field. The accuracy of the model
parameters very much depends on the type of profiles and the species being modelled. For example,
saturated P Cygni profiles are insensitive to the mass-loss rate. Further, the mass-loss rate can only
be derived if the abundance is known, and if the ion producing the line is the dominant species in
the wind. The SEI method has been used by different groups, has been extended (e.g., [43], and has
produced many important results (Section 5.1).

Monte Carlo (MC) codes have also been used to study the formation of UV resonance line profiles.
Their advantage is that they are easily extended to 3D, and can handle (at least in principle) arbitrary
density structures. Because of clumping, the Sobolev approximation cannot be used, and the optical
depth has to be estimated using a numerical integration. Typically such calculations have generally
been restricted to resonance line scattering (e.g., [60,81,82]).

With the exception of wind lines, the UV spectra of O and B stars can, to some extent, be modelled
using plane-parallel atmosphere codes such as ATLAS [83,84] and TLUSTY [85]. ATLAS has, for example,
been extensively used to model B stars. It can, for example, compute the atmospheric structure which
can then be used in other codes to perform detailed non-LTE studies for individual atomic and ionic
species (e.g., [86]). TLUSTY is fully non-LTE, and has also been used to interpret both B and O star
spectra. However, even for photospheric lines, spherical codes that allow for the stellar wind have an
advantage over plane-parallel codes. In particular, they allow for back warming caused by the wind [87]
which will influence the temperature structure, they model the wind profiles, and there is no artificial
distinction between the wind and photosphere as in SEI.

Examples of codes based on spherical geometry that have been used to model the UV of massive
stars include WM-BASIC [88], PoWR (e.g., [89,90]), METUJE [91] and CMFGEN [92,93]. FASTWIND

(e.g., [94,95]) which has been used for extensive optical studies, has recently been updated to model the
UV spectral region [96]. In order to facilitate the calculations, these codes compute the radiation field
in the comoving-frame. The “observed” spectrum can be computed using either the comoving-frame
calculation (as with WM-BASIC) or a secondary calculation in the observer’s frame (as with CMFGEN).
Excellent spectral fits can be achieved (Figure 3). Most of the calculations with CMFGEN and PoWR use
a prescribed mass loss and velocity while WM-BASIC and METUJE solve the radiation hydrodynamical
equations. Recent advances to PoWR allow the mass loss and velocity field to be computed for both O
stars [97] and WR stars [98].
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J.-C. Bouret et al.: Massive stars at low metallicity

Fig. B.1. Left: best-fit model for MPG 355 (red line) compared with the COS spectrum (black line). Right: best-fit model for MPG 355 (red line)
compared with the AAT and UVES spectra (black line).

Fig. B.2. Left: best-fit model for AzV 177 (red line) compared with the COS spectrum (black line). Right: best-fit model for AzV 177 (red line)
compared with the CTIO spectrum (black line).

A1, page 25 of 42

Figure 3. An illustration of a CMFGEN spectral fit to the SMC star AzV177 [O4V((ff))] [99]. The model
has Teff = 44, 500 K, log g = 4.0, log L/L� = 5.43, Ṁ = 1.4× 10−7 M� yr−1, V∞ = 2400 km s−1, and
f = 0.05 (D = 20). Credit: Bouret et al., A&A, 2013, 555, A1 [99], reproduced with permission c© ESO.

Extensive UV calculations of O star spectra have been undertaken using WM-BASIC [100,101].
These pioneering calculations used an improved form of CAK wind theory [102] to compute the
mass-loss rate and the velocity law from first principles, and allowed for extensive line blanketing
[103].

4.2. Models with Rotation

Most O-star spectral modelling accounts for rotation by using a convolution technique
(see, e.g., [104]). For photospheric absorption lines this technique gives line profiles that are in good
agreement with profiles computed by performing a formal integration across the stellar disk. However,
in some cases line profiles can have a very strong center-to-limb variation, and in such cases very
different profiles are obtained. In ζ Puppis, for example, the double-peaked N IV λ4058 emission line
is a direct consequence of rotation [105].

In the wind, conservation of angular momentum indicates that the rotation rate will decrease as
the material moves from the star, and if only radial forces acted, conservation of angular momentum
would imply that the trajectory of a blob of wind material would lie in a plane centred on the star [106].
However simulations show that non-radial forces cannot be neglected [107].

Another complicating issue is that the effective temperature and surface gravity are not constant
for a rotating star. These effects are very important for stars rotating near breakup, but are generally
neglected for O stars. The effects can be complicated—at the equator the lower effective gravity will
enhance the wind but this can be offset by the reduction in effective temperature (e.g., [108]). Further
complications arise because of the influence of the Eddington limit, and because opacities are not a
monotonic function of temperature (e.g., [109]).

4.3. Binaries

If the components of a binary are non-interacting, and if both spectra can be seen, they can be
analysed using the same techniques as for single stars. By using observations at multiple phases, and
since the features of the different stellar components will exhibit distinct radial velocity curves, it is
feasible to extract spectra of the individual components [110].
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In “close” binary systems effects such as reflection and tidal distortion need to be taken into
account. Typically these can be treated by decomposing the stars into a patchwork layer, and then using
1D models to model each region (e.g., [111,112]). The spectra are then summed to produce a spectrum.

When one star has a wind it is possible to use the “secondary” star to probe the wind of the
primary star. Such a technique was used, for example, to probe the size and effective temperature of the
WR star in the OB+WR binary V444 Cygni [113,114]. It was also used to demonstrate the importance
of Fe in the UV spectral region in WR stars [115,116].

In general, the analysis of stellar spectra for binary stars with stellar winds is much more
complicated than for single stars, and detailed work on UV spectral modelling is limited. In such
systems there is a bow shock formed by the collision of two winds, and this collision will generate X-rays.
Depending on the density of the winds, the shocks may be isothermal (in which case large density
enhancements will be produced that can give rise to line emission) or adiabatic (e.g., [117]). In addition,
the radiation from one star can alter the wind of the other star [118,119]. In general, disentangling
techniques do not work since the line profile shapes vary with orbital phase. This effect is clearly
seen, for example, in the WR binaries WR 79 [120] and HD 5980 (e.g., [121,122]), and in Eta Carinae
(e.g., [123]).

Monte Carlo methods have the potential to model complex binary systems with colliding
winds. MC methods are routinely used to model, for example, SNe (e.g., [124–126]). Non-LTE MC
codes have also been used to study disk winds in cataclysmic variables (CVs) (e.g., [127–129]) and
Be stars (e.g., [130]). These codes tend to use the Sobolev approximation for the line transfer, which is
reasonable for winds and SNe, but they cannot be used to study the photospheres and the acceleration
of the wind around the sonic point. The interpretation of the complex line profiles seen in Eta Carinae
(particularly those belonging to He I) will require detailed non-LTE modelling on a variety of spatial
scales. To date, there has only been approximate non-LTE modelling of the ionisation structure of the
colliding winds in Eta Carinae [131,132].

5. UV Nuggets

In this section we highlight a few key results (necessarily incomplete) facilitated by UV observations
and their analysis.

5.1. Mass-Loss Diagnostics Using UV Spectral Lines

With the advent of FUSE, spectra from 900–1200 Å became available. A study of O supergiants
in the Magellanic Clouds led to a revision in the stars’ temperatures, and a realisation that the winds
of these stars are clumped [42] . In particular, the strength of P V λλ1118, 1128 could only be made
consistent with wind parameters derived from other lines by invoking clumping. The models of two
SMC stars (AzV 83 and AzV 69) by [133] also required the inclusion of clumping. Of particular interest
was the O7 Iaf+ supergiant AzV 83 which has a moderately dense wind. Importantly, the UV spectrum
contains both numerous wind diagnostics and a visible photospheric spectrum. Unclumped models
developed to fit emission lines (such as Hα) failed to fit P V λλ1118, 1128, and strong UV photospheric
lines such as O IV λλ1339, 1343. Again, clumping needed to be invoked. Using a mass-loss rate derived
from unclumped models, the UV lines were skewed to the blue (a consequence of motions at the base
of the photosphere), and this was not observed. The advantage of using distorted photospheric lines
to constrain the mass-loss rate is that they should not be sensitive to porosity.

One of the most important results came from FUSE observations which showed that the P V

λλ1118, 1128 doublet in a large number of O stars was much weaker than expected, implying
that the mass-loss rates of O stars were much lower than those derived from Hα observations or
that phosphorous was very underabundant [43,44]. Importantly, the P V λλ1118, 1128 doublet was
unsaturated, and in many O stars, P4+ was expected to be the dominant ionisation stage which, in
principle, allows a direct estimate of the mass-loss rate. Another result was obtained by comparing
results from the analysis of doublets. Due to the different oscillator strengths, the red component of the
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O VI, P V, N V, C IV, Si IV doublets have optical depths a factor of two lower than the blue component.
However, analysis of UV wind profiles in B stars showed that the best fits to the doublet profiles were
generally obtained using a ratio less than two, indicating that the winds are porous [134,135].

5.2. The Extreme Ultraviolet

In many massive stars much of the flux is emitted in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) shortward of
the Lyman limit at 911Å̇. This region is also responsible for supplying much of the momentum used to
drive the wind in many massive stars. Unfortunately in most massive stars this region is unobservable.
However one nearby star, ε CMa (B2II), has had the EUV/soft X-ray spectrum observed [136,137].
Detailed studies of ε CMa showed that the EUV flux was at least an order of magnitude brighter than
that predicted by ATLAS or TLUSTY model atmospheres [136,137]. Later work by [138] showed that the
discrepancy can be reduced by making allowance for the transonic velocity field in the stellar wind.
In ε CMa, the emission lines at shorter EUV wavelengths, and the Xray flux (E > 100 eV), significantly
affect the ionisation structure of the stellar wind [139].

The second way the EUV flux can be studied is through its influence on the ionisation balance
in H II regions (e.g., [140]). With high quality data and sophisticated modelling, it is possible to place
constraints on the photon flux emitted at wavelengths shortward of various ionisation edges – H I

(13.6 eV), He I–II (24.6, 54.4 eV), O I–III (13.6, 35.1, 54.9 eV), C II–IV (24.4, 47.9, 64.5 eV), N I–III (14.4, 29.6,
47.4 eV), Ar I–III (15.8, 27.6, 40.7 eV), and S I–IV (10.4, 23.3, 34.9, 47.2 eV) (see Figure 1 in [140]). In general
there is broad agreement between the model UV fluxes and those needed to reproduce the observed
emission lines (e.g., [141–145]). Ref. [140] suggest that it might be possible to reverse-engineer the line
ratios to constrain the ionising radiation field. This would provide crucial insights into star-forming
regions where multiple sources are contributing to the ionising radiation field.

5.3. Weak Winds

Analyses of UV resonance lines indicate that a subset of O stars have mass-loss rates that are much
lower than expected theoretically. There are two classes (which overlap) of objects in this category. The
first class, defined purely spectroscopically, are the Vz stars. These are main-sequence O stars that
show much stronger He II λ4686 absorption than normal OV stars (e.g., [146]), and appear to have
weak winds for their spectral type. It was postulated that the He II λ4686 absorption in normal class V
stars is already contaminated by emission, and that Vz stars are lower luminous objects close to the
zero-age main sequence (ZAMS). However work by [147] suggests that while age may be an important
factor for the Vz class it is also possible to find examples of OV Vz stars that have similar properties to
normal OV dwarfs. They note that in the LMC the Vz phenomenon may (partially) arise from lower
density winds arising from the lower metallicity of the LMC.

The second class of “weak-wind” stars was identified by [148] and refers to stars that have
mass-loss rates an order of magnitude lower than that predicted for their spectral type at the time.
The two stars were main-sequence stars, and had luminosities less than 2× 105 L�. Similar stars,
with very low mass-loss rates, were found in the study of MSC-N81 by [149] who suggested that the
wind-luminosity relation for dwarfs breaks down when L < 3× 105 L�. Similar “weak-wind” stars are
found in the Galaxy [150,151] although the upper L < 2× 105 limit to the phenomenon may be a little
lower than in the SMC. [151] suggest that evolution may not be a crucial parameter—they found that
O9-O9.5III stars also exhibited weak winds. The “weak wind” problem is also seen for non-supergiant
B stars [152]. There has been a suggestion that the weak wind problem is related to issues in driving
the flow below the sonic point [153].

Mass-loss rates for the “weak-wind” stars have typically been determined from UV observations—
the influence of the wind on lines in the optical spectrum can only provide an upper limit to the
mass-loss rates (e.g., [154]). As discussed in Section 7.2, there are several issues that complicate the
determination of UV mass-loss rates. One issue that may be important for these stars with the small
mass-loss rates is that gas shocked by radiation-driven wind instabilities may not cool. Thus the
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clumping properties of the wind will be distinct, and a large component of the wind may be hot and
hence undetectable by UV observations.

5.4. Superions

With the availability of extensive UV observations it was discovered that the UV of O stars
exhibited P Cygni profiles of species whose existence was incompatible with the effective temperature
of the star [34]. In the earliest O stars, lines due to N V λλ1238, 1242 and O VI λλ1031, 1038 fall into
the superion category while in later spectral types C IV λλ1548, 1552 also falls into this category.

Ref. [34] suggested that this indicated a warm corona of 105 K existed around the stars, however
such a corona would be very difficult to maintain because of strong cooling at this temperature.
The now commonly accepted explanation, as first suggested by [155], is that these high-ionisation
lines are produced via Auger ionisation—that is, high energy X-rays eject an inner shell electron (a 1s
electron for CNO). The highly excited ion then ejects a second (or more for species of a high atomic
number) electron as it reconfigures itself. Thus, for example, O3+ + X-ray→ O5+ + 2e−. The success of
EUV, and X-rays arising from shocks, in explaining the presence of superions has been confirmed by
many detailed spectral calculations (e.g., [88,100,156,157]). Most spectral calculations now take the
EUV and X-rays into account when performing UV spectral synthesis calculations.

For some time the origin of the X-ray emission was unclear. The X-rays could arise in a hot corona
at the base of an otherwise cool wind [155,158], or they could arise from shocks distributed in the wind.
With the advent of X-ray observations, the detection of soft X-rays (e.g., [75,159]), and the analysis of
X-ray line profiles (e.g., [160]), it is now commonly accepted that in single O stars the X-rays arise from
shocks distributed throughout the wind. In binaries, colliding winds give rise to a strong X-ray flux
(e.g., [76,161,162]).

Initial modelling of the UV superions assumed the winds were smooth and homogeneous.
However it is now generally accepted that the winds are clumped, and this can have a profound
influence on the formation of the superion profiles. [157] showed, for example, that the strength of lines
due to the superions is strongly influenced by the interclump medium. Indeed, the interclump medium
may be more important for producing the lines than are the clumps—this is simply a consequence
of the higher ionisation in the interclump medium which occurs because of its lower density. The
interclump medium may also be crucial for the observed “blackness” of P Cygni profiles (e.g., [81]).

5.5. Non Galactic/Magellanic Studies

A major thrust for detailed modelling of UV spectra is to understand the origin of the elements
and the nature of the first stars. The first generation of stars (Pop III) will have zero metallicity, and
thus their wind properties will be very different from stars within the local group. The SMC, itself, does
illustrate the importance of metallicity on stellar properties, and their winds, but stars in the SMC are
still relatively “metal-rich”—their metallicity is only a factor of five lower than our Galaxy. Potentially,
“nearby” dwarf galaxies offer a means to probe winds at lower metallicities. Two such galaxies are
IC 1613 and the dwarf irregular galaxy, Wolf-Lundmark-Melotte (WLM). Pioneering observations
suggested that the mass-loss rates were higher than expected for a low metallicity galaxy [163].
However, an analysis of three O stars showed that both galaxies actually have metallicities similar
to the SMC [164]. Such a metallicity is similar to that inferred by [165]. One potential caveat is that
the measured Fe/H ratio is sensitive to the adopted microturbulence. Moreover, while the derived
mass-loss rates were higher than those predicted by [166], they were in agreement with the predictions
of [167]. There is an urgent need for a new large UV telescope (Diameter: 6 to 10 m) to facilitate
the study of massive stars in more distant, and very low metallicity galaxies, such as I Zwicky 18
(e.g., [168]). See, for example, the discussion by [169].

While the advent of a new large UV telescope to access low-metallicity galaxies, etc. is essential,
the Ultraviolet Legacy Library of Young Stars as Essential Standards (ULLYSES) will provide crucial
data that will allow current and future generations to address some of the fundamental questions
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related to massive stars and starbursts. The ULLYSES data will provide insights into stellar winds,
insights into the influence of rotation and binarity on stellar evolution, and fundamental data, such
as spectral templates, for the interpretation of star formation and starbursts in external galaxies.
In addition, the data will help facilitate advancements in the model atmosphere codes that are crucial
for interpreting spectral data, for supplying theoretical spectra for wavelength regions not directly
observable, and for supplying spectral templates of stars that cannot be directly observed.

5.6. The Iron Forest

In O and B stars iron transitions dominate the UV photospheric spectrum, and iron is one of the
most important line-blanketing species. This is due to the combination of its abundance and its atomic
structure. The important Fe ions in O and B stars have incomplete 3d and 4s sub-shells. The lowest
states are all of even parity, and there are many such states due to the many possible 3dn 4sm terms.
Excitation of one of the valence electrons to the 4p shell gives rise to the first set of odd terms.

As a consequence of the term structure and ionisation, different iron ionisation stages dominate
different regions of the UV spectrum (Figure 4). One difficulty in analysing the UV is that accurate
transition wavelengths for many species are unknown. The situation has improved for Fe II but is
much worse for higher ionisation stages of iron, and for other iron group elements.

Figure 4. Illustration of the location of the strongest Fe lines in the UV spectral window. Different
ionisation stages tend to dominate different spectral regions.

An accurate determination of the Fe abundance is important because at most metallicities it plays
a significant role in determining the mass-loss rate (e.g., [98,170–173]). Moreover, it is responsible
for the Z-opacity bump [174]. The Z-bump is the name given to the enhancement in the Rosseland
mean opacity at temperatures of around 200,000 K that arises from iron, and other iron group elements.
In massive stars, radiation pressure makes a significant contribution to the total pressure—indeed
many stars are close to the classical Eddington limit. The “classical” Eddington limit is computed
by assuming that H and He are fully ionised, and that electron scattering is the only opacity source.
The Z-bump enhances the opacity (via bound-free and bound-bound processes) and lowers the
effective Eddington luminosity. This can result in density inversions, the creation of a weak convection
zone, and inflated atmospheres (e.g., [175–177]). The latter two may be important for understanding
the density structure of the sub-photospheric layers in WR stars. Convection may also be important
for understanding the origin of microturbulence in O and WR stars (e.g., [53,178]), and perhaps for the
initiation of instabilities in radiation-driven winds.

6. Other Classes of Massive Stars

6.1. Modelling of Wolf–Rayet Stars

Extensive modelling of WR stars in our Galaxy (e.g., [19,179,180]) and in the Magellanic Clouds
(e.g., [181–184]), and more limited modelling of WR stars in other galaxies (e.g., [185]), has been
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undertaken primarily using CMFGEN and PoWR. Most recent modelling utilises both optical and UV
observations (when available). In general the agreement between tailored models and observations is
reasonable. Discrepancies do exist, although it is difficult to discern the cause of these discrepancies.
Some lines are very model-sensitive (e.g., C III λ5696 in WC stars [92]) and it is not surprising that
spherical and semi-homogeneous (i.e., smooth but using a clumping factor) models struggle to match
the line. Some of the discrepancies are undoubtedly due to inaccuracies in the adopted atomic models.
Fortunately, there are many features in Wolf–Rayet spectra which allow strong constraints on the
luminosity, the mass-loss rate, and abundances to be derived.

The influence of clumping in WR stars is easily discerned by the relative weakness of redshifted
electron scattering wings on emission lines3, since (recombination) line emission typically scales as the
density squared while the electron scattering optical depth only scales as the density (e.g., [188]). While
f = 1 is clearly incompatible with the observations, it is difficult to provide an accurate determination
of f . In WNE and WCE stars values of f less than 0.2 are fairly consistent with observations, and values
of f = 0.1 (D = 10) and f = 0.05 (D = 20) are routinely used in the literature (e.g., [55,179,180]).
Several factors contribute to the difficulty of deriving more accurate f values including possible
systematic uncertainties in the models, blending (particularly in the UV and in WCE stars), and the
need for very accurate continuum definition (since the electron scattering wings tend to be broad,
weak, and only seen on the red side). Unfortunately, derived mass-loss rates are necessarily uncertain
since it is Ṁ/

√
f that is mostly derived from fitting of the spectra. In some P Cygni stars (such as

P Cygni itself) the electron-scattering wings are easily discernible [186], appear on both sides of the
line profile (since V∞ is less than the mean electron thermal speed), and hence can be used to place
firm constraints on f (e.g., [189,190]).

Iron is a very important opacity source in WR stars, particularly shortward of 1500 Å [113–115,191]
(Figure 2). In principle the iron abundance could be derived from these emission lines but because of
reddening, and the severe blending, modellers routinely adopt the iron abundance determined from
“young” stars within the same galaxy.

In order to improve our knowledge of WR stars in the Magellanic Clouds [184,192] undertook a
survey looking for new WR stars. They found 10 unusual WR stars which were classified as WN3/O2
and had absolute visual magnitudes fainter than −3.1—too faint to be a WN3 and an O3 binary. Their
effective temperatures are of order 100,000 K, their H/He ratios are of order unity (by number), and (for
Wolf–Rayet stars) they have very low mass-loss rates—∼ 10−6 M� yr−1[184]. Unusually, in the three
stars with UV data, C IV λλ1548, 1552 is not seen—indicative of their high effective temperatures, low
mass-loss rates and abundances of CNO that are consistent with full CNO processing. The strongest UV
lines are O VI λλ1031, 1038, N V λλ1238, 1242, and He II λ1640, and unlike for most WR spectra, the UV
continuum can be readily identified [192]. As extensively discussed by [192] the nature of these stars is
uncertain. As they are not fast rotators they probably do not arise via quasi-homgeneous evolution or
from a merger. Current single star models cannot explain their position in the HR diagram, although
older (less physical) models could. In one sense these stars are more similar to what was originally
expected for a WR star—an object that is very hot and compact. [193] take an alternative point of view,
and argue that the stars arise from non-conservative mass-transfer onto a low mass companion.

3 In the optical and UV we can assume that the scattering of a photon by an electron is coherent in the frame of the electron
(we can ignore the Compton shift). However, in the observer’s frame the scattered (line) photon will be either blueshifted or
redshifted depending on relative motion of the electron relative to the source and the observer. In stars like P Cygni, the
random thermal motions of the electrons are larger than the wind speed, and profiles typically show symmetric wings with
a characteristic width of order 1000 km s−1(e.g., [186]). However, in WR stars the outflow velocities are larger than typical
thermal speeds, and we preferentially see an electron scattering wing on the red side of the line profile [187]. Recall that in
an expanding flow with a monotonic velocity, the source is always receding from the scatterer.
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6.2. O Stars with Strong Magnetic Fields

About 6% to 7% of O stars are found to have strong ( B > 100 Gauss) magnetic fields, and several
have very extreme fields [194,195]. NGC 1624-2 (Of?p), for example, is a main-sequence star with
an effective temperature of 35,000 K, log g = 4.0, a longitudinal magnetic field of around 5 kG, and a
surface dipole magnetic field greater than 20 kG [196]. The star shows very significant variations in wind
lines between its high and low states [197]. The authors use the Analytic Dynamical Magnetosphere
(ADM) formalism of [198] to interpret the variations. In these O stars with strong magnetic fields, the
magnetic field is strong enough to channel the wind toward the magnetic equator creating shocks and
dynamically complex gas flows.

Another example of a magnetic star is HD 108 which has a 1–2 kG field [199]. Spectral variations
are seen in both optical and UV wind lines on a timescale of decades, and are most likely related to
the rotation period of the star [199,200], and the misalignment between the magnetic and rotation
axes [199] although intrinsic wind variations cannot be ruled out [200].

A misalignment between the magnetic and rotation axes can also explain the observed variability
in HD 191612 (Of?p) [201]. HD 191612 also shows strong variability in Hα with a period of 584 d [202]
and is estimated to have a dipole field with B = 2450± 400 G [203].

6.3. LBVs

Since LBVs are transition objects they are potential goldmines for advancing our understanding of
stellar evolution. As their name implies, LBVs are not a well-defined class—they are simply luminous,
blue and variable. There are irregular small amplitude fluctuations in brightness, there are the S-Dor
variations in which the visible magnitude can change by over one magnitude but which occur at
roughly constant luminosity (but see [190]), and there are the large outbursts in which many solar
masses of material can be ejected (e.g., [204]). As a class they are poorly understood. This arises
because of their short lifetime, and because multiple evolutionary channels can be contributing to
members of the class, leading to confusion. Below we discuss three of the most famous LBVs.

P Cygni is a B supergiant. Assuming a distance of 1.7 kpc it has the following parameters: R∗ =
76 R�, Teff = 18,700 K, L ∼ 6× 105 L�, V∞ = 185 km s−1, and Ṁ/

√
f = 3.3× 10−5 M� yr−1 [189,205].

Using the electron scattering wings on the Balmer lines, a rather high clumping value ( f = 0.5 (D = 2))
is derived. This large value is probably due to the much lower terminal velocity of the stellar wind, and
hence the lower amplitude of the shocks that are created by radiation-driven instabilities. Excellent fits
to both the optical and UV spectra are obtained, and are illustrated in [189]. Given the advances in
atomic data, and our understanding of stellar winds, and the importance of the observable UV for the
stellar wind, it would be very worthwhile to revisit models for this star.

Another well-studied LBV is AG Car. Detailed spectroscopic modelling has shown that the star is
a fast rotator, and during outburst (when the star become visually brighter but fainter in the UV) it
has a lower luminosity (1× 106 L�) than during minimum (1.5× 106 L�) [190]. Excellent fits to the
UV and optical spectra were obtained [190]. A comparison of a CMFGEN model with observations is
shown in Figure 5.

The final LBV to be discussed is HD 5980 in the SMC. This is a binary system containing
(at most epochs) two WN stars with a period of 19.3 d. It may actually be a quadruple system—spectra
are contaminated by light from a third star which is also a binary (e.g., [206]). During 1994 it underwent
an LBV-like outburst, which was very unusual since its effective temperature during minimum is
much higher than for other LBVs. The two WN stars are estimated to have masses of ∼60 M� [206],
and effective temperatures of around 50,000 K [122,207,208]. UV monitoring shows complex variability
of the main resonance profiles as a function of orbital phase and in time [122]. These variations are not
well understood but will provide insights into the wind structures of the two stars. HD 5980 highlights
the LBV enigma. Is binary interaction responsible for the LBV phenomenon or can it occur in single
stars? If binary interaction is not crucial, do all stars in some mass range undergo LBV variations that
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cause sufficient mass loss to affect the evolution of the star in the HR diagram? Is rapid rotation, as
seen in AG Car important for the LBV phenomenon?

No. 2, 2009 ON THE NATURE OF THE PROTOTYPE LBV AG CARINAE. I. 1707

Figure 5. Comparison between the ultraviolet spectrum of AG Car from 1989 December 23 (black solid line) and the best CMFGEN model for that epoch reddened
using E(B − V ) = 0.65 and RV = 3.5 (red dashed line) in the spectral region between 1260–3150 Å. The same model provides similarly good fits to the other
ultraviolet spectra of AG Car taken between 1985 and 1990, since there was little variability in the UV spectrum of AG Car during these epochs (Leitherer et al. 1994).
Line identification for the strongest spectral features is presented. The spectrum in the region between 1500 and 1950 Å is highly blanketed and dominated by blends
of Fe iii, Fe iv, and Ni iv lines. Note that Fe ii lines are absent. The P iii doublet lines at 1344.32–1344.85 Å were not included in the models.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

averaged and analyzed as a single-epoch observation, since very
little variability was present. We believe that the fundamental
parameters obtained during these epochs are the least affected
by time-dependent effects. The third subset consisted of data
from 1990 December until 1991 January, since the He ii 4686 Å
emission was noticeably weaker than other epochs during this
minimum (Figure 2).

Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the comparison between the best
CMFGEN models obtained for the 1985–1990 minimum phase
and the ultraviolet, optical, and near-IR spectra of AG Car. The
models quantitatively reproduce the observed spectrum with a
superb fit in most spectral regions, in particular in the ultraviolet,
where the line blending and blanketing are severe.

Table 5 presents the fundamental parameters of AG Car
during the 1985–1990 minimum, and below we discuss the
diagnostics used to derive each of them.

6.2.1. Effective Temperature (Teff) and Temperature at the Base of the
Wind (T⋆)

During this minimum, the most sensitive diagnostic for
deriving Teff was the ratio between He ii 4686 Å and He i lines
at 4471 Å, 4713 Å, 5876 Å, 6678 Å, and 10024 Å. Changes
of a few hundred K in Teff were sufficient to change the EW
of He ii 4686 Å by a factor of 2. In addition, the ionization
structure of C, N, and Si were also sensitive to Teff and yielded
similar values to Teff . For the C ionization structure, we used the

ultraviolet C ii 1331–1334 Å, C iii 1175 Å, and C iii 1247 Å and
the optical C ii 6578–6582 Å and C ii 7231–7236 Å diagnostic
lines. In the case of the N ionization structure, we compared
the strength of several optical N ii lines such as N ii 4601–07–
30–43 Å, N ii 6482 Å, and N ii 6613 Å with the N iii triplet at
1747–1749–1751 Å. The absence of N iii lines around 4500 Å
was used to constrain the maximum value of Teff during 1987–
1990. The Si ionization structure was constrained through the
relative strength of Si ii, Si iii, and Si iv lines, using lines of Si ii
6347 Å, Si iii 1280–1290 Å, Si iii 4553–4568–4575 Å, Si iv
1393–1402 Å, and Si iv 4088–4116 Å.

Using such a large number of relatively high sensitive diag-
nostics available for Teff , we obtained Teff ≃ 22,800 ± 500 K
during 1987–1990. There was no evidence from the 1985 July
and 1986 June UV spectra that Teff was higher than during
1987–1990 within the errors, and therefore we also adopted
Teff ≃ 22, 800 ± 500 K for both epochs. Even if the He ii
4686 Å emission was slightly weaker in 1990 June than in 1989
March (Figure 2), changing Teff by a few hundreds of K within
the given error is sufficient to fit this line. Thus, for simplicity
and due to the absence of other extremely sensitive diagnostic
lines, we assume that Teff was constant during 1987–1990. The
smaller He ii 4686 Å emission during 1990 December–1991
January, when AG Car was brightening, suggests that the effec-
tive temperature was approximately 1000 K lower at that epoch
(Teff ≃ 21,500 ± 500 K).

Figure 5. A CMFGEN fit to observations of AG Carina taken on 23 December 1989. The model has
Teff = 22, 800 K, log L/L� = 6.17, Ṁ = 1.5× 10−5 M� yr−1, V∞ = 300 km s−1, and f = 0.1 (D = 10)
Credit: Groh et al., ApJ, 2009, 698, 1698 [190], reproduced by permission of the AAS.

7. Inferences from the UV

7.1. V∞ and v(r)

Together with the mass-loss rate, the terminal velocity (V∞) is one of the two fundamental
parameters describing the stellar wind. An obvious advantage of the UV for determining V∞ in
early-type stars is the presence of resonance transitions with very large optical depths, and hence it
can be used to trace gas that has reached terminal velocity. However the determination of V∞ from UV
profiles is not straightforward.

Consider the formation of a resonance transition in a stellar wind. Assuming the validity of the
Sobolev approximation [209,210], the radial optical depth (using cgs units) can be written as

τ =
πe2

mec
flunlλ

dr
dv

(1)
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where flu is the oscillator strength, nl is the number density of the lower level, me is the electron mass,
c is the speed of light, λ is the transition wavelength, and we have neglected stimulated emission4.
Using ζi = nl/N (N total atom/ion density of all species),

Ṁ = 4πr2ρV∞ , (2)

ρ = µmamuN , (3)

with Ṁ the mass-loss rate, ρ the density, and mamu the atomic mass unit, and assuming the classic
β-velocity law,

v(r) = V∞(1− R∗/r)β , (4)

the optical depth at large radii is given by

τ = 2.3× 103
(

flu
0.2

)(
λ

1000 Å

)(
ζl

10−4

)(
1000 km s−1

v

)2 ( Ṁ
10−6 M� yr−1

)(
1

βµ

)(
10R�

R∗

)
. (5)

As readily apparent from this expression, the optical depth for strong resonance lines of CNO
elements will typically exceed unity when the flow has reached terminal speed. Thus we would expect
the UV edge of resonance transitions to exhibit an almost vertical edge rising from zero to the continuum.
In reality this is not observed—the UV edge is typically sloped over several hundred km s−1(see
Figure 6). It is now generally accepted that this high-velocity, non-black absorption is associated
with high velocity and low density gas that arises from the shock produced by radiation-line-driving
instabilities. As a consequence, [211,212] proposed that a better measure of V∞ is Vblack which is the
maximum velocity associated with the saturated black portion of the P Cygni profile.

Figure 6. Illustration of the C IV λλ1548, 1552 P Cygni profile in HD 50896 (WN5). Vedge and Vblack are
marked. Due to observational errors, both Vedge and Vblack are generally difficult to measure accurately.
In the present case, the weak emission in the P Cygni trough means that Vedge is close to 3000 km s−1

while Vblack lies between 1700 and 2250 km s−1. The value of 1700 km s−1 is inferred when we use the
deepest blue extent, while the higher value refers to the clear change of slope that occurs in the bottom
of the P Cygni profile. As is generally observed, the emission peaks close to the intrinsic location of the
redward doublet component (as indicated by the strong C IV interstellar absorption feature). IUE data
is from [213], and was kindly supplied to the author by Ian Howarth.

For WR stars, particularly the strong-lined WR stars, terminal velocities can be gleaned from
optical transitions—He I lines in WNE stars, and He I and C III lines in WCE and WO stars. In these

4 The expression for the radial optical depth is only valid when the Sobolev length (VDop.dr/dv) is less than the wind scale
length (r).
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stars the isolated He I lines typically show a flat-topped profile with weak P Cygni absorption, while
many of the C III lines are trapezoidal (flat-topped) but lack P Cygni absorption. For HD 50896, Vedge
is close to 3000 km s−1 while Vblack lies between 700 and 2250 km s−1. As part of his thesis, Hillier used
the He I and the general spectrum fit, to deduce a low terminal velocity of around 1700 km s−1 for HD
50896, much less than the value inferred from the blue edge of the C IV λλ1548, 1552 transition [214].
A value of close to 2000 km s−1 is probably to be preferred. It has been shown by [80,188,215] that the
microturbulence that is assumed for the intrinsic line profile in spectral modelling leads to a redshift of
the emission line. However, the microturbulence used to characterise this shift is related to the dense
clumps, and may have little direct relation to the turbulence of the low density material generating the
absorption extending shortward of Vblack.

In WCE stars the C IV λλ1548,1552 resonance doublet exhibits a very large redshift (∼1000 km s−1).
This shift arises from radiative transfer effects and is due to the very high optical depth of the resonance
transition [92] and the need to use a Lorentzian line profile. When this is done, there is much better
agreement between the observed and model C IV resonance profiles (Figure 7).

Constraints on the velocity law can also be obtained using UV resonance lines. Typically it is
found that most profiles (including optical lines such as Hα) can be fit using a classic β = 1 velocity law
although there are cases where higher values (β = 1.5 to 3) are required to explain the observations.
The use of a single parameter, such as β, to describe the velocity law introduces confusion, since β

determines both the acceleration of the wind close to the star, and the asymptotic acceleration to the
terminal speed. There is no reason, a priori, that these should be governed by the same parameter.
For O stars, large β values are somewhat problematical since they indicate that gravity is almost exactly
balanced by radiation pressure in the wind. As for mass-loss rates, clumping, porosity, and departures
from spherical geometry will introduce systematic errors into the determination of the velocity law.
Ideally we could determine the velocity law from hydrodynamic simulations, and such simulations
do tend to lead to a β ≈ 1 velocity law (Equation (4)). Since clumping and porosity will influence
the radiative force, the velocity law needs to be determined in conjunction with the inhomogeneous
density structure. In 3D this is a challenging problem. Clumping can also influence the optically thick
region, since clumping can hide “opacity”, and hence lower the radiative force [216]. This can allow
steady-state super-Eddington winds (e.g., [217,218]).

Figure 7. Illustration of the influence of an adopted intrinsic line profile in the formal solution on the C IV

λλ1548, 1552 profile. Three theoretical profiles are shown: A Voigt profile with Vturb(max) = 200 km s−1

(dashed, blue), a Doppler profile with Vturb(max) = 200 km s−1 (dot-dashed, green), and a Doppler
profile with Vturb(max) = 50 km s−1 (dotted, purple). These are compared to the observed profile of the
LMC WC4 star HD 32125 (red). Zero velocity refers to the wavelength of the red component at 1550.18 Å.
Unlike for the vast majority of emission lines, the choice of the intrinsic line profile has a very significant
effect on both the shape and centroid of the C IV λλ1548, 1552 emission profile.
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7.2. On the Accuracy of UV Mass-Loss Rates

A major requirement for advancing our understanding of stellar evolution is the need for accurate
mass-loss rates. Unfortunately mass-loss rates derived from UV observations can be influenced by
multiple systematic errors. The source of these systematic errors is directly attributable to the unstable
nature of line-driven winds. It is convenient to separate these into four classes— X-rays, clumping,
spatial porosity and vorosity. This distinction is physically artificial—these are most likely all related
to the inherent instability of radiation-driven stellar winds.

X-rays were also discussed in Section 5.4. In stars with strong winds (BSGs and WR stars) many
wind lines are insensitive to X-rays, and the treatment of X-rays does not appear to have a large
influence on derived mass-loss rates. For “weak-wind” stars, very high X-ray filling factors are needed
(essentially the whole wind must be hot) to explain the observed X-ray emission. As a consequence
the wind dynamics, X-ray formation, and UV lines formation should be treated simultaneously.

The influence of porosity can be studied by looking at UV doublets, since for prominent UV
resonance lines the optical depths differ by a factor of two. An ideal line in cooler O (and B) stars is
Si IV λλ1394, 1403 due to its wide separation. When porosity is important, unsaturated doublet profiles
cannot be simultaneously fit with the same atmospheric structure (e.g., [134]). A simple example of the
phenomena is shown in Figure 8.

To compute mass-loss rates, accurate distances are needed, and these have generally only been
available for stars in the Magellanic Clouds. However, with the releases of data from GAIA, improved
distances are becoming available for galactic stars, leading to improved mass-loss rates and stellar
parameters (e.g., [17,219,220]). To a very good approximation, mass-loss rates derived from old
distance estimates can simply be scaled—Ṁnew = Ṁold × (dnew/dold)

1.5.
Assuming an accurate distance estimate, it is probably fair to assume that derived mass-loss

rates are accurate to better than a factor of two. Mass-loss rates based on Hα emission (in O Stars)
and other emission lines (in WR stars and LBVs) that assume a smooth wind (i.e., f = 1) appear to
provide a reasonable upper limit. Mass-loss rates that use UV lines in conjunction with, for example,
Hα emission to determine both the mass-loss rate and the volume filling factor probably underestimate
the mass-loss rates because of the neglect of porosity/vorosity.

For stellar evolution calculations, mass-loss prescriptions are required. Multiple prescriptions are
available in the literature (e.g., [166,221–223]), and many of these are implemented in stellar evolution
codes such as “Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics” (MESA) [224]. We will not attempt
to decide on the merit and accuracies of various prescriptions—this would require a very lengthy
review. Suffice to say that mass-loss rates across the HR diagram have significant uncertainties, and
they should not be used blindly—changes in mass-loss rates of only a factor of two can have significant
implications on stellar evolution (e.g., [225]). At present we do not understand why some stars have
much lower mass-loss rates than expected (see Section 5.3), and there are also uncertainties related to
the loss of angular momentum via stellar winds. Importantly, we still do not have a firm understanding
of episodic mass loss (such as during an LBV phase), and such mass loss may be the most important
for determining the subsequent evolution of the star (e.g., [226]). Finally we note that evolution of
many massive stars is influenced by binary interaction and mass transfer.
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Figure 8. Illustration of the influence of porosity on non-overlapping doublets. In red we see example
profiles for a non-porous wind. The dashed line has an oscillator strength a factor of two lower
than the solid line, as is appropriate for the C IV , N V, and Si IV resonance doublets. As is readily
apparent, the strength of the blueshifted absorption correlates well with the oscillator strength, and
hence optical depth. For the blue profiles the optical depth was increased by a factor of 16 over the red
profiles, however we assume that 50% of the continuum photons escape as a consequence of porosity.
As a consequence the two lines have similar shapes, appear “unsaturated”, and the strength of the
absorption correlates poorly with the optical depth. In reality the lines are “saturated”—both lines
would have a residual minimum intensity close to zero if it were not for the effect of porosity. When
the lines overlap the effects of porosity are more complicated (because the “bluer” line influences the
profile of the “redder” line), however an analysis of the profiles can still provide information on the
porosity of the wind.

8. Conclusions

The UV spectral region has revolutionised our understanding of massive stars and their stellar
winds. Despite considerable advances, many questions about massive stars and their winds remain.
These include the following: What is the relative importance of single and binary star evolution for
determining the location of stars in the HR diagram, and their final evolutionary fate? What is the
origin and nature of microturbulence and macroturbulence in O star photospheres? What is the
detailed structure of massive star winds, and how do the properties depend on metallicity, and the
rate of mass loss? What is the origin of the inconsistency between the evolutionary mass and the
spectroscopic mass for some O stars? What is the cause of the discrepancy between the spectroscopic
radii and evolutionary radii for some WR stars? What is the upper mass limit for a star, and how does
this depend on metallicity? What mass ranges give rise to each class of SN, and do some massive stars
simply collapse to form a black hole? What is the origin of magnetic fields that exist in a small fraction
of O stars?
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CAK Castor, Abbott, and Klein
CV cataclysmic variable
DACs discrete absorption components
BSG blue supergiant
FUSE Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer
HR Hertzsprung-Russell
IUE International Ultraviolet Explorer
LBV luminous blue variable
LMC Large Magellanic Cloud
MC Monte Carlo
RSG red supergiant
SMC Small Magellanic Cloud
SN(e) supernova(e)
ULLYSES Ultraviolet Legacy Library of Young Stars as Essential Standards
YSG yellow supergiant
WR Wolf–Rayet
ZAMS zero-age main sequence
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